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**Peer review**

Scholars has been invited to submit researches on theoretical and methodological aspects related to Smart Design, Planning and Technologies, and show real applications and experiences carried out on this themes. Based on blind peer review, abstracts has been accepted, conditionally accepted, or rejected. Authors of accepted and conditionally accepted papers has been invited to submit full papers. These has been again peer-reviewed and selected for the oral session and publication, or only for the publication in the conference proceedings.

---

**Conference report**

300 abstracts and 650 authors from 44 countries:

Albania, Arizona, Australia, Benin, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brasil, Bulgaria, California, Chile, China, Cipro, Cuba, Egypt, France, Germany, Georgia, Greece, India, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kosovo, Lebanon, Malaysia, Malta, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montenegro, Montserrat, New Jersey, New York, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Russian Federation, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Texas, Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom.
At the state of art, with profound pride I register that the previous editions of the Forum “Le Vie dei Mercanti” have favored the creation of an international scientific community with over six thousand researchers, distinguished professors, institutional and business sector representatives from more than one hundred Universities and Research Centers from fifty countries in the world. The XVIII edition of the Forum titled “World Heritage and Contamination” aims to create a cross-critical dialogue, open to cultural contamination and “without limits”, in a logic of integration between competences which extends, and is not limited to, the following disciplines: Architecture, Culture, Environment, Agriculture, Health, Landscape, Design, Territorial Governance, Archeology, Economy, e-Learning.

The activities of protection and promotion of World Heritage, understood as an asset shared by all Humanity, are particularly relevant in Italy, responsible towards the world of custody of the largest number of assets protected by the UNESCO. To the World Heritage Properties is added a landscape heritage of enormous variety and beauty to be protected also through the regeneration of degradation and of the “minor heritage”, in line with the provisions of the UNESCO Conventions on material and intangible assets as well as the European Landscape Convention. In this framework the multidisciplinary topics of the Forum represents a “thing tank” of confrontation, exchange and cultural contamination oriented towards the United Nations Millennium Development Goals.

The location of the Forum is of excellence. Campania Region with six World Heritage Properties, two Unesco Man and Biospheres, three assets registered on the Intangible Heritage List is one of the richest Regions in the world for cultural and landscape heritage, particularly “contaminated” by Mediterranean cultures. No coincidence that the Forum takes place in Naples and Capri, with site visits and presentations of scientific research and operational projects by the Benecon University Consortium, consisting of five Italian Universities, head office of my UNESCO Chair on Landscape, Cultural Heritage and Territorial Governance. The papers, selected by the Forum’s Scientific Committee, will be published in the Proceedings of international relevance. Furthermore, the most innovative research and projects will be published in the “Quaderni” of the A Class international magazine “Abitare la Terra / Dwelling on Earth”.

Prof. Carmine Gambardella, General Chair XVIII Forum
UNESCO Chair on Landscape,
Cultural Heritage and Territorial Governance

Le attività di tutela e promozione del Patrimonio Mondiale, inteso come bene condiviso da tutta l’Umanità, sono particolarmente rilevanti in Italia, responsabile nei confronti del mondo della custodia del maggior numero di beni tutelati dall’Unesco. Alle Properties del World Heritage si aggiunge un patrimonio paesaggistico di enorme varietà e bellezza da tutelare anche attraverso la rigenerazione del degrado e del “patrimonio minore”, in linea con quanto previsto dalle Convenzioni Unesco sui beni materiali e immateriali e dalla Convenzione Europea del Paesaggio. In questo framework i topics pluridisciplinari del Forum rappresentano un “thing tank” di confronto, scambio e contaminazione culturale orientati verso gli Obiettivi di Sviluppo del Millennio delle Nazioni Unite.

La location del Forum è d’eccezione. La Campania con sei siti iscritti nella lista del Patrimonio Mondiale, due Man and Biospheres Unesco, tre beni iscritti nella Lista del Patrimonio immateriale è una delle regioni più ricche al mondo per beni culturali e paesaggistici, particolarmente “contaminata” delle culture del Mediterraneo. Non a caso il Forum si svolge a Napoli e Capri, con sopralluoghi e presentazioni di ricerche scientifiche e progetti operativi a cura della Consorzio Universitario Benecon, costituito da cinque Atenei italiani, sede della mia Cattedra Unesco su Paesaggio, Beni Culturali e Governo del Territorio. I paper, selezionati dal Consiglio Scientifico del Forum, saranno pubblicati negli Atti di rilevanza internazionale. Inoltre, le ricerche e i progetti più innovativi saranno pubblicati nei “Quaderni” della Rivista internazionale di Classe A “Abitare la Terra/Dwelling on Earth”.

Prof. Carmine Gambardella, General Chair XVIII Forum
UNESCO Chair on Landscape,
Cultural Heritage and Territorial Governance
ID 164  Advanced representation for preservation and communication of cultural heritage

Giulia PELLEGRI
Francesca SALVETTI
University of Genoa
Italy

This essay explores the level of practice of the instrumental survey connected to the advanced representation methods aimed at the restauration, fruition and safeguarding of the tangible and intangible cultural heritage. The research exposes and compares the different typologies and experiences of survey, also by drone, in front of the possibility of fruition of the works with very high resolution digitized images on the following themes: the churchyard of the Certosa in Genoa and the painted facades of the historic center of Genoa (drawing-geometry-historical treatises).
From the LIDAR survey by low-altitude in a limited environment, for the drawing representation of the historic flooring (mosaic in two-colored pebbles), to the photogrammetric survey, to the digital infographic processing for the drawing representation of the historical facade design apparatus,
The critical ability to systematize instrumentation and cultural competence on the basis of a vast literary reference case, provides a philological and narrative reading system capable of communicating, at different scales, the value of cultural heritage.
63 ID 068. Survey, Modeling, and Documentation for Preservation: Digitization Challenges towards Cultural Heritage Enhancement and Conservation
Federica MAIETTI, Federico FERRARI, Marco MEDICI, Marinos IOANNIDES

64 ID 070. Italy and China. Historic Infrastructures and Ecological Networks for an Integrated Urban Regeneration Strategy
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70 ID 079. Contaminated Architecture
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74 ID 087. Rethinking the building envelope. Rehabilitation project and maintenance strategies for the RAI Auditorium in Naples
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77 ID 092. From the project drawing to the survey model: the Enrico Fermi school in Celano 1932-1934
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79 ID 094. Crisis and Conflict in Agriculture
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80 ID 095. Cultural and Agri-Cultural Heritage “contamination” at the Milan south periphery
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81 ID 096. Coast-amination. Regeneration paths between water and land along the Lazio southern coast
Francesca ROSSI, Antonella CANTARO

82 ID 097. Towards principles of Eco-Planning A regeneration masterplan for Torre Annunziata centrale-Cancello scalo decommissioned railway
Salvatore LOSCO, Claudia de BIASE

83 ID 099. Surveying and Actioning the Tangible and Intangible dimensions of Rural Heritage in Ruritage H2020 Project
Rosa TAMBORRINO

84 ID 100. 3D data modeling toward social innovation. The documentation of the minor cultural heritage damaged by the earthquake
Fabiana RACO

85 ID 101. KHAN EL ECHLE SAIDA: a case study for stratigraphic analysis supporting the structural strengthening and conservation design
Laura NICOLINI

86 ID 102. Built heritage contamination: the case of João Pessoa, Paraíba, Brazil
Ivan CAVALLANTI FILHO, Jessica SOARES DE ARAUJO RABELLO, Emanoel Víctor PATRÍCIO DE LUCENA
87 ID 104. Liberty winter gardens in Palermo: contamination from solar design
Simona COLAJANNI
88 ID 106. Acireale Living Lab Culture and Technology. Small towns, internal areas and new
landscapes: strategies to protect heritage
Mariagrazia LEONARDI
89 ID 107. Under modernity sky. Pierre Bossan’s industriousness in 19th century European sacred
architecture
Maria Carolina CAMPONE
90 ID 109. Umbria, not only the Middle Ages. The project as a recomposition of the antinomy of
tradition/innovation
Paolo BELARDI
91 ID 111. History and project. Reuse of historical tracks
Erisio FITZALIS, Marco RUSSO, Annarita ZARRILLO
92 ID 112. The creation of values through Art and Design thinking
Mariacarla PANARIELLO
93 ID 114. E-learning: design, school, educate/produce
Enrica PAGAN
94 ID 115. Waterfront regeneration in front of heritage protection: challenges and opportunities in
Catania waterfront
Daniele RONSIVALLE
95 ID 116. Contamination Through a Second Skin on Contemporaneity Architectonics
Alexandra AL QUINTAS, Mário SALEIRO FILHO
96 ID 117. The fortress city of Palmanova. Act on the driver of cultural values and new development
of deserted borders to enhancement the overall landscape quality and its identity
Claudia BATTAINO
97 ID 119. The analyses of the settlement strategies of the minor historic centres. The case study of
Piedicastello in Trento
Valerio DA CANAL
98 ID 120. Intimate/etymological design contamination-confines Mediterranean
Maria Dolores MORELLI
99 ID 121. Urban Revitalization: “Domus in via degli Orti” Area, in Santa Maria Capua Vetere
Francesco Pio ARCELLA
100 ID 124. The intangible landscape: between heritage protection and territory development
Giorgia DE PASQUALE, Serena SAVELLI
101 ID 126. Historical Vessels as Cultural Heritage. An Italian heritage nowadays underrated by law
and community
Maria Carola MOROZZO DELLA ROCCA, Giulia ZAPPIA
102 ID 128. Abstract architectural design for the contamination by cultural ideas
Dominik LENGYEL, Catherine TOULOUSE
103 ID 129. Cultural and Natural Landscapes at risks: Challenges and Opportunities in the Campania
Region
Adriana GALDERISI, Giuseppe GUIDA
104 ID 130. Villa La Galletta on Lake Como: an example of best practice in the design, restoration,
management and development of cultural heritage
Roberto DE PAOLIS
105 ID 134. Reinterpreting urban open spaces as hub with high technological performance
Rossella FRANCHINO, Caterina FRETTOLOSO, Francesca MUZZILLO
106 ID 135. A new baroque for the environmental quality of the city
Roberta COCCI GRIFONI, Maria Federica OTTONE
107 ID 136. Contamination between architecture and contemporary art: good practices of temporary
use of spaces in the historic city
Daniele DABBENE
108 ID 137. “Sapienza” University District, between management and enhancement
Williams TROIANO, Giuseppe PAGANELLI, Giovanna CRESCIANI
109 ID 140. Restoration and Ruins. Achievements and Theoretical Issues
Clara VERAZZO, Mariangela BITONTI
110 ID 141. The incorporation of vernacular traditions in 20th century erudite architecture and music
Clara Germana GONÇALVES
111 ID 143. Retrofitting practices: an opportunity to “re-design” the urban built heritage
Antonio BIXIO, Giuseppe D’ANGIULLI
112 ID 145. Renewed Sicilian Urban Landscapes. Transformation, Regeneration and Reuse of
degraded areas
Teresa CILONA
113 ID 146. Learning from Berlin: The Case for Heritage Contamination as Mnemonic Device in Post-Yugoslav Space
Erika LINDSAY

114 ID 149. Creative-driven firms. When economics and art merge
Massimiliano AGOVINO, Maria Carmela GAROFALO, Sabina MARTUSCIELLO, Enrica PAGANO

115 ID 150. The role of creative workers on the Italian regions’ growth
Massimiliano CERCIELLO, Antonio GAROFALO, Maria Carmela GAROFALO

116 ID 151. Echoes of the European “paths”: the paths of San Corrado a Noto between history and enhancement of the landscape
Lucia TRIGILIA, Alessia CICERO

117 ID 152. Low Frequency Noise Estimation and Reduction in Conditions of Urban Territories (Russian Experience)
Andrey V. VASILYEV

118 ID 153. Estimation, Forecasting and Reduction of Vibration Caused by Transport and Industry
Andrey V. VASILYEV

119 ID 154. From private to public to cult site. The changing architecture of Pagani’s Toselli
Maria MARTONE, Alessandra Marina GIUGLIANO

120 ID 155. New tools of strategic management for revitalizing small historical centers: the “Historical Small Smart City” Protocol
Valentina PICA

121 ID 159. Landscape and memory of places. The new insert of sacred buildings
Saverio CARILLO

122 ID 161. Investigations and considerations on the damages deriving from the infiltration of rainwater: the case of the facades of the Royal Palace of Caserta
Amalia GIOIA

123 ID 164. Advanced representation for preservation and communication of cultural heritage
Giulia PELLEGRI, Francesca SALVETTI

124 ID165. The vascular collection of the Museo Campano. Acquisitions and installation
Gianluca DE ROSA

125 ID 166. Smart materials and Phase Change Material (PCM); potential applications to architectural design
Federico ORSINI, Paola MARRONE

126 ID 167. The invention of Castel Sant’Elmo in Naples
Cesare CUNDARI, Gian Carlo CUNDARI, Maria Rosaria CUNDARI

127 ID 168. The “measurements” of the Complex of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane
Giuseppe ANTUONO

128 ID 169. 4D-HBIM for the conservation and valorization of cultural heritage
Cesare VERDOSCIA, Antonella MUSICCO, Giovanni MONGIELLO, Riccardo TAVOLARE, Alessia SALOMONE

129 ID 170. Cultural Capital vs. Technological Capital: A Critique of Online Learning Commodity Fetishism
Rachel Suet Kay CHAN

130 ID 171. Sana-school project
Giuseppe D’ANGELO, Rosaria SAVASTANO

131 ID 172. Digital cultural heritage: some notes from conservative experience
Laura BARATIN, Francesca GASPIERETTO

132 ID 173. The industrial area of Crotone: from problem to opportunity for development
Domenico PASSARELLI, Pasquale CITRIGNO, Ferdinando VERARDI

133 ID 174. Fascist summer camps. Space, hygiene and distance
Antonella MARCIANO

134 ID 175. Experimental preservation: art, air-pollution, preservation and Jorge Otero-Pailos
Maria D’APRILE

135 ID 176. The conservation of the living religious heritage site of Bagan
Davide MEZZINO, Tatiana K. KIROVA

136 ID 177. Urban archaeology and digital applications: the Amba Aradam station of the underground line C in Rome
Emanuele DEMESTRECO, Simona MORRETTA, Rossella REA

137 ID 180. Design and Bim for the management of hospitals and nursing homes: proposals at the time of Covid-19
Rosaria PARENTI

138 ID 187. Design of contemporary architectures and urban spaces in Paris
Alessandro CIAMBRONE
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